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"APPLE" INPUT ROUTINE 

The Apple routine serves to translate hand-written notes into punched 
tape thai will utilize the Recomp Ills functions. Simultclneously it delivers 
a typed version of the program actually entered. Among its more important 
functions are the converaion from mnemonic to octal codes, and binari
zation and entry of eithe r floating or fixed point number s. 

, Upon transferring into the Apple routine, lines such as the following 
are typed, partly by the computer, partly, by the operator, as will be 
explained. 

0000 

0001 

0002 

Z 

2 

2 

Z 

Z 

eLA 

SUB 

MPY 

MPY 

SIN 

+ 00 

+ 03 

+ 11 

+ 11 

- 116 

37721 

21150 

21130 

21170 

36~'1 

There are five "fields" or columns, named the "location", "type", 
"mnemonic", "octal", and "address", from left to right. The'first is 
the location of the, entry in relative terms, i. e'., starting at 0000. The 
seconddelignatel the type of information in the line. The third is the 
mnemonic symbol for the command. The fourth is the octal machine 
code for the command. The last i. the action address of the command. 
The whole forms a typed sheet which can be used in tracing programs 
and debugging. 

Upon transferring into Apple J the "OOOO"is typed in the fir st column 
by the routine. A tab follows, and the computer waits for the type desig
nation. "Z", for example, means a "literal" or' "protected II command 
( i. e., one whose address is not relative) and hence a command whose 
address must be entered unchanged.· When the type designation has been 
entered, the computer will tab, and the mnemonic three-letter designation 
il typed in 'by the operator. This may be a standard Recomp command 
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or a special one using the trapping mode and having a negative octal 
designation. (A table of all sllch commands is carried internally by 
Apple.) The machine then tabs and prints the octal de signation", complete 
with sign, dnd then tabs again, upon which the operator enters"the correct 
five -digit addre ss. The machine then carriage returns, and the cycle 
repeats." The relative location in the first column does not print the half" 
word bit, but alternates between a pririted location. and a blank as ~hown 
in the example above, for clarity. Timing is such that the computer does 
not tab into dny "field until it is ready to receive data in that field. so 
there need be no hesitation about making entry. (The machine will stop 
after the second half -word address until the operator types a blank. for 
reasons to be explained later. ) 

There are four types of commands designated by "space". liZ", "K". 
and "A", placed in the second field by the operator. As has been explained, 
Z is used for protected commands. The "space" is exactly like the" Z, 
except that the address typed in the fifth field is assumed to be relative to 
the start of the program. Apple punches a relocation matrix at the end of 
the entered subroutine; the use of either Z or space determines whether 
or not an entr"y is made in this matrix. "Space" means that the address of 
thi.s command will change if the routine is relocated; "Z" means that the 
address stays the same "regardless of relocation. The relocation matrix 
is of the same form"as that produced by User's Program *1009 ( Halprin's 
FM .. OlO ). " (Sec. cL\~O RV~ to 11~) " 

Constants are enter ed by typing the de signation "K" in the "type" field. 
The machine will tab to the third field." The operator then goes to the 
console (not tne typewriter) and enters the "b" of the number as a sign 
and two digits followed by the "enter" key. Then enter ( still at console) 
the sign and the constant, using the decimal point if needed, followed by 
the ~~ter key. The routine will then typeout the decimal number and the 
"b" at which it was entered, thus: 

0005 

0006 

K 

K 

+3. 141'9 AT +05 

- .00000001 AT +00 

In 'addition. the number is "displayed on the console as it is entered. " 
Errors dete.cted by "the operator may be corrected anytime prior to pU8h
ing the enter key; overflows ( N > Zb ) cause the console to display a row 
of decimal points, and wait for a new lib" and "Nil. 
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Since each number occupies a full word. there is no ahtJrnate IiF6.cing 
in the location. The K mU8t not be used on the last half of a (:()mmanl.i. 
There is no " no - op" command; if a la.at half word iri not needed, it Iho'uld 
be filled with a dummy command. 

If the number ,is to be entered in noating point. the action to b" ta.ken 
·is exactly the same, eJCcept that the b is entered as "··00". The i:lumber 
is entered as before. The routine will type the number as a nO.rrnallzed 
decimal (i, e., va.lue lying between O. 1 and 1.0) followed by an exponent 
of ten. thus: 

0005 K + . .314159 + 1 

0007 K + ,365 + 3 

0009 K - .1 - 7 

(As with th~ command type of entry, the computer FdU:3eS alter the 
datum haa been printed ur.til the operator puahes the bhl;,:.~:,:<.eYf a$ ",,'1ill 
be explained later. ) 

After floating point numbers, an extra carriage ret~:"!J. Llakes for a 
double space, to elnphas i::.e the fact that the location coun~er has increased 
by two. 

Alphanumeric materi&l i,:) entered by use of the letter ;1 AI: in the type 
field. Apple then types a carriage return.' Headings or \.Hh"r alpha ... 
numiric data can then be entered, including all figure shifte. t letter shifts. 
tabs , etc.. A blank signifies the exit from the alphanunl~1t" i.e mode 
(and hence cannot be stored alphanunlerically). Followin~ this exit, the 
machine will carriage retur'n and type the next full word location after tJ'le 
alphanumeric fill. and proceed as before, Alpha charact.el·::j a.re stored 
eight to the word. with the 18 at word "filled out" with blankt~. 

When the full routine is entered, the operator signifies "end" by 
typing "S" in the "type" column. Apple will then put the relocation macrix 
immediately following the routine on the tape. This matrix is in the AFIT 
form, with 38 relocating marks stored per word. The c6mplete tape, 
except for the matrix, is punched "as you go along" and is ready for use 
immediately after the matrix is punched. No part of the memory other 
than that used by Apple itself is required. lince the whole tape is never 
stored. 
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Most errors made in the entry are inconsistencies that can be found 
by the machine, ~uch as typing a "type"field entry other than space, Z, K, 
or A; or using a mnemonic code not entered in ,Apple I s code table, or 
using a K or A type letter when only the first half 0f a command word has 
been filled and the last half is dangling, waiting for fill. Any d~,tectable 
case such as this results in the machine IS printing a carriage return, 
followed by the l~st wordlocatioil before the error. The correct line may 
then be typed in. 

The machine cannot detect consistent errors, such as numerical values 
entered erroneously by a: mis - stroke of the typewriter or the console keys. 
Errors made when entering numbers on the console can be checked by 
reading the display. and corrected by using the "clear" key on the console 
in the usual manner. To prevent the frustration of seeing an error that 
cannot be corrected. the machine stops after the fifth ( last) field of the 
each ,word and does not carriage -return until the entire word is 
checked'. If the word is incorrect, typing an "X" signifies the fact, and the 
routine starts the line again. The erroneous entry is marked by the X. so 
that no confu sian is caused by its pre'sence on the paper. A correct entry 
is signified by the "blank" key. dfter which the routine carriage returns, 
and then the location of the next line is set up. proceeding as before. 

For reasons of convenience. d.n error in alphanumeric entry cannot 
be corrected during use of Apple . 
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350 

370 

~·OO' 

410 

420 

-ooxxx 
-1 OXC:-~ 
+43XAR 
+ 111vlPY 
+ 131viPR 
-02BCO 
+OOPZE 
+ ,16r)TVI 
+76PTC 
+ 11.~Pi\!VI 
+74pr'~c 
+77HTR 
-07HDG 
-o3LOS 
+51 T~\1\ 
+53 TOV 
+52TPL 
+ 12TYV/ 
+72TYC 
+50TZE 
+5]Tf<A 
+54TSB 
+5t)TSC 
+50TSO 
+02':LS 
+OO::LA 
+66c1\1 
+64cTL 
+67CFV 
+65CFL 
+0]F::1P 
+34Ft:S 
+:sOF':A 
+45FN~"'~ 
+O')FDV 
+OoFSB 
+44FSQ 
+35FST 
+04FAD 
+7 1RDY 
+73RD Z 
+23D\ff~ 
+2201\1 
+36015 
+20DSL 
+21DSR 
-011 NO 
+25SQR 
+60STO 
+42STA 
+03 SUB 
-05SIN 
+15SAX 
+41ALS 
-06ATN 
+40ARS 
+OlADD 
-11 AS~J 
-04EXP 

APPLt TABLE' (W 23 OCTOBER, 1961) 

TAGLE IS 'F' FILLED IN ORDER OF 

I NCREAS I NG 1,!UHEf-< I CAL VALUE OF 

THE 15 'NNE' OITS, THE LATTER 

CONSIDERED TO BE A NUMBER AT 

A SINAL POINT OF 39. 

EACH ',fORD I N THE TA'BLE I S OF THE 

FOlLO';." ~~G FORM; 

'FIG ± X X lTR M N [' 

NEGATIVE (TRAPPING) INSTRUCTIONS: 

-00 

-01 

-02 

-03 

-Ol~ 

-05 
-06 

-07 

-10 

.! 11 

xxx 
I ~JD 

LOG 

EXP 

SIN 

ATN 

HOG 

XCR 

ASN 

+33EXT 
(CLANKS) 


